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This Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends story features Thomas himself trying to deal with those troublesome trucks.
"Thomas James shall be his name," the Messenger says mysteriously. "The world will change because of him." In the
small town of Bethel, in a time not unlike our own, a child with a great purpose is born. Years later, alienated and abused
by his peers, Thomas suffers a devastating loss. When it appears he has nothing left to live for his true calling begins.
While trying to escape the sinister powers that be, a terrifying vision haunts him. Miraculous events seem to follow the
peculiar young man as he struggles to come to terms with what he was born to do. The stage is set. The time is at hand.
The truth will rise and a revolution will begin. The startling revelation of who Thomas James truly is will change the lives
of those around him and set off a chain of events long ago foretold. There is more to this novel then one might think.
Inside these pages hides a treasure just waiting to be discovered. If you've ever wondered if there is more to life, or why
it is we suffer, then this story will not only captivate you-it may just open your eyes to a truth that could set you free. Find
out what is in all of us that makes us heed The Calling. The Messenger smiles curiously, "There is a great truth that must
be told. A wicked spirit spreads it wings and humanity is its ignorant prisoner...Thomas James is the key.
"Based on the Railway Series by the Reverend W Awdry; created by Britt Allcroft"--Colophon.
"Based on the Railway Series by the Reverend W Awdry."
A collection of four stories chronicling the adventures of James the red engine.
'The Thomas TV Series' contains 18 hardback storybooks with colour photographic images from the TV series. Written in
clear and simple text, these books are perfect first storybooks for young Thomas fans.
Full-color photos . James makes fun of his friends because they need paint jobs, but when an accident ruins his appearance,
James finds himself in a real jam! Also included are "Bertie's Chase," "Percy and the Signal," and "Percy Proves a Point."
Six fun stories from the latest Thomas and Friends TV series, featuring engines new and old!
Enter the Island of Sodor and experience another enchanting tale, all about the Really Useful Engines! This time, James helps out
his friends, but gets rather dirty in the process!
4 New Look Thomas Storybooks Following from the success of these fantastic storybooks, Egmont Books are re-launching these
existing Thomas titles into a new format complete with a spine and embossed cover. Each title contains a story featuring Thomas
and his friends which are ideal for parents and children to share together. Children will want to collect all 4, and they are key titles
to have within the Thomas range.
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The Reverend Awdry created Thomas the Tank Engine for his son, Christopher Awdry, who continued his father's work by writing
a further 14 books. Thomas fans will be delighted to see all of Christopher Awdry's stories beautifully reproduced and printed for
the first time since 1996. Christopher Awdry's first Thomas book for 10 years is also being published by Egmont in September
2007.
Meet Bertie, the red passenger bus who delivers passengers to The Fat Controller’s busy railway stations. Read about his jobs,
his adventures and his friends! With a young rhyming text and bright colourful pages this is the perfect first Thomas book.
James is excited because he is going to collect the Queen of Sodor. But he is not so impressed when he finds out that the 'Queen'
is a filthy old barge Can he deliver her to the scrap yard without getting dirty?
The numbers one through ten are introduced via a railroad setting.
Straight from the latest Thomas video comes three delightful new tales from the Island of Sodor. Thomas fans will laugh when
James gets carried away about a balloon, Harvey rescues Percy, and Thomas becomes a jet engine! Filled with gentle humor and
lots of photo illustrations. From the Trade Paperback edition.
With the help of Sir Topham Hatt, Duck and Percy find a way to stop the other engines in the train yard from ordering them around.
PICTURE STORYBOOKS. Egmont's character story books. Read about Thomas' friends in the Thomas Story Library. Ages 3+.
Shares recipes, games, and ideas for things to make, including box engines, conductor's hats, suitcases, train whistles, and
railroad lanterns
James and TobyJames and the ExpressRandom House Books for Young Readers
Khristen is a teenager who, her mother believes, was marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a moment, then came
back to life. After Khristen's boarding school for gifted teens closes its doors, and her mother disappears, she ranges across the
dead landscape and finds a 'resort' on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the elderly residents there call 'Big Girl'. In a rotting
honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot actions to punish corporations and people they consider culpable in the destruction of
the final scraps of nature's beauty. Rivetingly strange and delivered with Williams's searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is a tale of
paradise lost and the reasons to try and recover something of it.
This volume, covering entries from "Determinables and determinates" to "Fuzzy logic," presents articles on Eastern and Western
philosophies, medical and scientific ethics, the Holocaust, terrorism, censorship, biographical entries, and much more.
"Based on The Railway Series by the Reverend W Awdry."
Thomas and the Really Useful Engines are set for three new adventures: Cranky Bugs, Put-Upon Percy, and Lady Hatt's Birthday.
Filled with wonderful photos from the critically acclaimed television series Shining Time Station, this Picturebackr will be a must for
Thomas fans everywhere.
These puzzles are so good they've earned the seal of approval from the NAVH (National Association for the Visually
Handicapped). Now crossword lovers with less than perfect sight can enjoy their favorite pastime. Each of these puzzles-125 in
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each book-takes up two full pages, and has large word type and generously sized grids with easy-to-see numbering. They
challenge the brain, not the eyes.
When a famous visitor comes to the station, Gordon becomes jealous and risks his dome to get attention.
Sir Topham Hatt's railroad engines, Harold the helicopter, and Bertie the bus learn about good manners and hard work.
When a storm damages Tidmouth Station and all the other train engines are stranded, Thomas and his driver save the day.
Percy loves working on the Island of Sodor, but there is one thing Percy really hates – being a middle engine! One of ten fantastic
storybooks from the Thomas & Friends TV Series.
Thomas and the other engines have various adventures as they learn more about getting along with each other.
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